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Abstract

The content of the world-wide web is pervaded by in-
formation of a geographical or spatial nature, particularly
such location information as addresses, postal codes, and
telephone numbers. We present a system for extracting spa-
tial knowledge from collections of web pages gathered by
web-crawling programs. For each page determined to con-
tain location information, we apply geocoding techniques to
compute geographic coordinates, such as latitude-longitude
pairs. Next, we augment the location information with key-
word descriptors extracted from the web page contents. We
then apply spatial data mining techniques on the augmented
location information to derive spatial knowledge.

1. Introduction

The world-wide web is one of the largest information
sources of any kind. The content of the web is pervaded by
information of a geographical or spatial nature, particularly
such location information as addresses, postal codes, tele-
phone numbers and so forth. Commercial web pages typi-
cally contain address and contact telephone numbers as well
as descriptions of the products and services offered. The in-
troductions of news articles appearing on web pages often
state the locations where the events took place, or where
they were reported from. It is natural to assume that associ-
ations exist between the general contents of a web page and
the specific location information it may contain. This paper
addresses the problem of extracting spatial knowledge from
web content.

1.1. Geospatial Association

Table 1 shows an example of ageospatial association
extracted from web pages by means of a web crawling pro-
gram.

In the geospatial association format, theID is the unique
identification number of a web page, theCoordinates
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Table 1. Geospatial Association

ID Coordinates Concepts
705 (37.260 -121.919) (’diet’ · · ·)
6062 (37.890 -122.259) (’diet’ · · ·)
1858 (37.772 -122.414) (’biotech’ · · ·)
· · · · · · · · ·

values are geographic coordinates (latitude-longitude
pairs), and theConcepts values are lists of representa-
tive keywords for the web page. Each record of the table
implies the existence of a web page whose contents relate
to these concepts as well as including information referring
to a location. We present the details of how a geospatial
association can be extracted later in this paper.

1.2. Application Examples

A geospatial association is a (typically very large) set
of two dimensional point objects augmented with concepts.
We have developed spatial data mining functions and spa-
tial optimization functions for such two dimensional point
objects for the purpose of extracting spatial knowledge.

Let us consider the example of a business database con-
taining records of product sales for each branch of a com-
pany. Usually, the addresses of the branches are stored as
text strings. In many countries, including the United States,
such address information can easily be mapped into a two-
dimensional geographic location that can be used to form
a geospatial association. Such business databases can thus
serve as good sources of geospatial association.

The following functions can all be applied to a geospatial
association to discover spatial knowledge.

Neighboring Class Set

The concepts associated with records of a geospatial as-
sociation form the basis of a classification of these records.
Each element of theConcepts list is considered to be
a class label of the corresponding point. In our example,



Figure 1. Neighboring Class Set

records of the business database could be classified into
“profitable branches” and “unprofitable branches”.

Theneighboring class setsfunction finds sets of classes
whose objects are spatially close to one another [12], ac-
cording to some minimum distance threshold. Assume that
point objects from three classes —circle, triangle and
square — are distributed on a map as in Figure 1. In this
example, there are four occurrences of acircle point sit-
uated close to atriangle point. Similarly, there are three
occurrences of acircle point lying near asquare point,
and two occurrences of atriangle point appearing next to
a square. Moreover, there are two occurrences in which
all three kinds of points lie close to one another. The set
{circle, triangle} is an example of a neighboring class set
whose frequency is four (within the map). The neighbor-
ing class sets function enumerates all such sets whose fre-
quency is at least as large as a user specified threshold value,
often called theminimum support.

The function may find a frequent neighboring class set,
for example,

( {"profitable branch",
"education", "sports" }, 250) ,

which indicates there are 250 instances (triples) consist of
a “profitable branch” object, an “education” object, and a
“sports” object. From the high frequency of the neighboring
class set, we may deduce a relationship among education,
sports, and the profitability of the product.

Optimal Distance and Optimal Orientation

Distanceandorientationare popular predicates for de-
scribing spatial objects in geographic information system
(GIS) settings. In order to use such quantitative predicates,
we must specify values for them. For example, we may set
10 kilometers as an upper limit on what we consider to be
a short driving distance. We can then formulate queries in
terms of this threshold value. However, the implications us-
ing such specific values differ from one application domain

Figure 2. Optimal Distance, Optimal Orientation

to the next. Moreover, the specific values themselves may
be important spatial knowledge that we need to derive. For
these reasons, we considered data mining functions for find-
ing optimal distance and optimal orientation, and developed
efficient algorithms for them [13].

The examples of Figure 2 illustrate the use of optimal
distance and orientation functions. Here, the concepts asso-
ciated with each point are indicated by their shapes:circle
points are related to the concept of “education” (for exam-
ple, a school or university),square points denote the con-
cept of a “profitable branch”, andtriangle points are asso-
ciated with the concept of an “unprofitable branch”. The
radiusr of the large circles in the left figure is the optimal
distance that maximizes the density of profitable branches
with distance strictly less thanr from some education point,
measured as a proportion of all branches (profitable and un-
profitable) in the same area. Similarly, the right figure, the
sectors indicate the optimal orientation range from the con-
cept, where as beforer is the optimal radius within which
the proportion of profitable branches is maximized, with
the exception that the areas of interest are limited to those
points with a fixed orientation with respect to the central
education point. By using the insights provided by optimal
distance and orientation functions, the hypothetical com-
pany of our example can choose an appropriate location at
which to open a new branch.

Optimal Region

A geospatial association can also be utilized to compute
an optimal connected pixel grid region with respect to some
criterion. We first make a pixel grid of an area of interest as
shown in Figure 3. For each pixel, we can compute the den-
sity of a specific concept. For example, if we are interested
in the concept “profitable branch,” we could compute the
density of point objects associated with “profitable branch.”
Minimization or maximization of density over a collection
of grid regions can lead to significant spatial knowledge dis-
coveries.

Although in general the problem of finding an opti-
mal grid region is NP-hard, if we limit the grid region to



Figure 3. Optimal Region

…
<html>
<head>
<title>Hello World Book Store</title>
…
<body>
….
<font …>Hello World Headquarters<br>
1234 Saint Drive, San Jose, CA 98765<br>
(xxx) xxx-xxxx<br>
</font>
…
</body>
</html>Crawled Web Page

(G1) Geoparsing

(37.791, -122.418)

(G2) Geocoding
1234 Saint Drive, 
San Jose, CA 98765

Figure 4. Geospatial Information Extraction

be of x-monotoneor rectilinear shape, we can use effi-
cient algorithms developed for computing optimized two-
dimensional rules [6]. With this restriction, we can effi-
ciently compute optimalx-monotone or rectilinear grid re-
gions maximizing the density. In the example of Figure 3,
the enclosed region can be considered to be one of high
profitability.

2. Mining Geospatial Associations

In this section, we describe how to compute geospa-
tial associations of the form shown in Table 1, from very
large collections of web pages obtained by means of a web
crawler.

Figure 4 gives a conceptual overview of how our system
extracts geospatial information and associates it with web
pages. For each web page, we parse the source code of the
page and try to find geospatial information(G1) . We then
translate the geospatial information into coordinate values
such as latitude-longitude pairs(G2) .

Simultaneously, we extract concepts from the collection
of web pages. Figure 5 and 6 provide an overview of the ex-
traction process. From each page, we eliminateHTMLtags
and extract names, terms, abbreviations, and other items

(C1) Keywords Extraction
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…
<html>
<head>
<title>Hello World Book Store</title>
…
<body>
….
<font …>Hello World Headquarters<br>
1234 Saint Drive, San Jose, CA 98765<br>
(xxx) xxx-xxxx<br>
</font>
…
</body>
</html>

Crawled Web Page
Page ID: 00001

Figure 5. Concepts Extraction (1)

of significance(C1) . From the set of extracted items,
we create a matrix of document vectors, where each vec-
tor corresponds to an individual web page, and each vec-
tor attribute corresponds to an item from the total set of
extracted items(C2) . We use theterm frequency inverse
document frequency(tf-idf ) model for representing ex-
tracted items [10]. Next, we reduce the number of columns
of thetf-tdf matrix in order to lower computational costs
(C3) . After this dimensional reduction, clusters of web
pages are produced by means of a clustering algorithm ap-
plied to the reduced-dimensional matrix(C4) . Finally, we
label each cluster with several significant keywords indi-
cating concepts associated with its constituent web pages
(C5) .

2.1. Geospatial Information Extraction

The process of recognizing geographic context is re-
ferred to asgeoparsing, and the process of assigning ge-
ographic coordinates is known asgeocoding. In the field
of GIS, various geoparsing and geocoding techniques have
been explored and are utilized. In [3] and [11], geopars-
ing and geocoding techniques are presented that are espe-
cially well-suited for web pages. From a large collection
of web pages produced by a web crawler, we select those
pages containing location information that can be identified
using geoparsing techniques, and create lists of the format
shown in Table 2, consisting of a web page ID (Page ID ),
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Figure 6. Concepts Extraction (2)

geospatial coordinate values (Coordinates ), the URL
(URL), and the title of the page (Title ).

Table 2. Geocoded Web Pages

ID Coordinates URL Title
1 37.79,-122.41 www. · · · Museum of · · ·
2 37.64,-122.42 www. · · · San Jose Book
2 37.78,-122.39 www. · · · San Jose Book

· · · · · · · · ·

The format of postal addresses varies greatly from one
country to another. Moreover, within a given country a va-
riety of expressions may be used. However, within many
countries, recognition of postal addresses and zip (postal)
codes from natural language text data is well-established.
For example, within the United States, we can geocode such
location information using the product “Tiger/Zip+4” avail-
able with the TIGER dataset [1].

In addition to explicit location information such as ad-
dresses, web pages contain other types of information from
which we can infer location. Such implicit information can
also be utilized to make the lists in Table 2 and to increase
the accuracy of location. Phone numbers are an important
example of such implicit location information, since they
are organized according to geographic principles. IP ad-
dresses, hostnames, routing information, geographic feature
names, and hyperlinks can also be utilized to infer location
[11].

Note that some web pages refer to more than one explic-
itly recognizable location. Such web pages can therefore be
assigned more than one set of coordinate values.

2.2. Vector Space Modeling

We use vector space modeling (VSM) for representing
a collection of web pages. Specifically, each web page is
represented by a document vector consisting of a set of

weighted keywords. Keywords in each web page are ex-
tracted using the stemming tooltextract . Textract
eliminates HTML tags from each web page, and uses nat-
ural language processing techniques to collect significant
items from its text content, such as names, terms, and ab-
breviations [4, 2].

The weights of the entries in each document vector are
determined according to theterm frequency inverse docu-
ment frequency(tf-idf ) model. The weight of thei-th
keyword in thej-th document, denoted bya(i, j), is a func-
tion of the keyword’s term frequencytfi,j and the document
frequencydfi as expressed by the following formula:

a(i, j) =





(1 + tfi,j) log2

N

dfi
, if tfi,j ≥ 1,

0 , if tfi,j ≥ 1.

wheretfi,j is defined as the number of occurrences of thei-
th keywordwi in thej-th documentdj , anddfi is the num-
ber of documents in which the keyword appears. Once each
a(i, j) has been determined, a data set consisting ofM web
pages spanningN keywords attributes can be represented
by anM -by-N matrixA = (ai,j).

The next step is to construct anN -by-N covariance ma-
trix C from A as defined below:

C =
1
M

M∑

i=1

didt
i − dd

t
,

wheredi represents thei-th document vector andd is the
average over the set of all document vectors, i.e.,d = [d1 ···
dN ]t; di = [ai,1···ai,N ]t, anddj = 1

M

∑M
i=1 ai,j . Since the

covariance matrix is symmetric and positive semi-definite,
it can be decomposed into the productC = VΛVt, where
V is an orthogonal matrix which diagonalizesC so that the
sizes of the diagonal entries ofΛ are in monotone decreas-
ing order from top to bottom. We can substituteC with the
M -by-n matrix Cn, formed by taking then eigenvectors
corresponding to the largestn eigenvalues ofC [9].

We empirically determined that clusters of web pages
can be efficiently computed using values ofn of approxi-
mately200. Accordingly, we use this value ofn for the tar-
get reduced dimension in the experiments reported in Sec-
tion 3.

2.3. Query-Based Clustering

We compute clusters of web pages from theM -by-n
reduced-dimensional matrix. Though the number of web
pagesM tends to be very large, we used a scalable and ef-
fective query-based clustering method suitable for cluster-
ing large sets of text data.

In general, a web page may contain several topics in its
contents, and thus may contribute to several concepts. Any



clustering method based on text data drawn from web pages
should take into account the following desiderata:

• An individual data element need not be assigned to ex-
actly one cluster. It could belong to many clusters, or
none.

• Clusters should be allowed to overlap to a limited ex-
tent. However, no two clusters should have a high de-
gree of overlap unless one contains the other as a sub-
cluster.

• Cluster members should be mutually well-associated.
Chains of association whose endpoints consist of dis-
similar members should be discouraged.

• Cluster members should be well-differentiated from
the non-members closest to them. However, entirely
unrelated elements should have little or no influence
on the cluster formation.

We will measure the level of mutual association within
clusters usingshared neighborinformation, as introduced
by Jarvis and Patrick [8]. Shared neighbor information and
its variants have been used in the merge criterion of several
agglomerative clustering methods [5, 7]. In this section, we
show how it can be used as the basis of a definition of cluster
integrity.

Neighborhood Patches

Let S be a database of elements drawn from some do-
main D, modeled usingtf-idf as described above. We
measure the pairwise similarity between two element vec-
tors ofD by means of the cosine of the angle between the
two vectors, namely

cosangle(v, w) =
v · w

‖v‖ ‖w‖ .

Here, a value ofcosangle(v, w) = 1 indicates a perfect
match betweenv and w; a value ofcosangle(v, w) = 0
indicates thatv andw have no attributes in common.

For every query patternq drawn fromD, let NN(S, q, k)
denote ak-nearest neighbor set ofq, drawn fromS accord-
ing tocosangle, subject to the following conditions:

• If q ∈ S, thenNN(S, q, 1) = {q}. That is, if q is a
member of the data set, thenq is considered to be its
own nearest neighbor.

• NN(S, q, k − 1) ⊂ NN(S, q, k) for all 1 < k ≤ |S|.
That is, smaller neighborhoods ofq are strictly con-
tained in larger neighborhoods.

The neighbor sets are consistent with a single fixed ranking
〈q1, q2, . . . , q|S|〉 of the points ofS, such thatq1 = q, and
cosangle(q, qi) ≥ cosangle(q, qj) for all 1 ≤ i < j ≤ |S|.

We will sometimes refer to the unique setNN(S, q, k) as
thek-patchof q (relative toS), or simply as apatchof q.

The proposed methods rely on a parameter that uses
shared-neighbor information to assess the mutual associ-
ation among elements of a patch. We define theaverage
shared neighborscore (ASN) of patchNN(S, q, k) as

ASN(S, q, k) =
1
k2

∑

v∈NN(S,q,k)

|NN(S, q, k)∩NN(S, v, k)|.

A value of ASN(S, q, k) = 1 indicates perfect mutual
association of elements within the patch, and values of
ASN(S, q, k) approaching0 indicate minimal association.

Shared Neighbor Classification

Consider now the case where the query elementq is a
member of some cluster withinS. Using shared neigh-
bor information, we wish to determine thek-patch based
at q that best describes the cluster, over some desired range
a ≤ k ≤ b. The ideal patch would be expected to con-
sist primarily of cluster elements, and to have a relatively
high degree of internal association, whereas larger patches
would be expected to contain many elements from outside
the cluster, and to have a relatively low degree of associa-
tion. The evaluation focuses on two patches: aninnerpatch
of sizek indicating a candidatequerycluster, and anouter
patch of size proportional tok indicating the local back-
ground against which the suitability of the inner patch will
be judged.

For a given choice ofk, we examine the neighbor sets
of each element of the outer patchNN(S, q, bekc), where
the proportione > 1 is chosen independently ofk. Con-
sider the neighbor pair(v, w) with v in the outer patch, and
w a member ofNN(S, v, bekc). With respect to the inner
patchNN(S, q, k), the pair(v, w) is conformantif one of
the following two conditions holds.

• Internal pair: v andw both lie in the innerk-patch,
andw is shared by thek-patches of bothq andv.

• External pair: v andw do not both lie in the innerk-
patch, andw is not shared by thebekc-patches of both
q andv.

In the internal case, an association betweenq and inner
patch memberv is recognized by virtue of their shared
neighborw also belonging to the inner patch. In the external
case, if an association betweenq andv cannot be indicated
within the inner patch byw, thenw does not indicate an as-
sociation betweenq andv within the outer patch — that is,
the larger patch offers no advantages over the smaller with
respect to the neighbor pair(v, w).

Ideally, thek-patch best describing the cluster containing
q would achieve a high proportion of conformant neighbor



pairs, both internal and external. A high proportion of con-
formant internal pairs indicates a high level of association
within the k-patch, whereas a high proportion of confor-
mant external pairs indicates a high level of differentiation
with respect to the local background. As both consider-
ations are equally important, these proportions should be
accounted for separately. We achieve this by maximizing,
over all choices ofk in the rangea ≤ k ≤ b, the sum of
the proportions of internal and external conformant neigh-
bor pairs.

Boundary Sharpness Maximization

The proportion of internal conformant neighbor pairs is
given by
∑

v∈NN(S,q,k) |NN(S, v, k) ∩ NN(S, q, k)|
k2

= ASN(S, q, k);

the proportion of external conformant neighbor pairs can be
shown to be

1 +
k2ASN(S, q, k)
bekc2 − k2

− bekc2ASN(S, q, bekc)
bekc2 − k2

.

The boundary sharpness maximization(BSM) problem
can thus be formulated as follows:

max
a≤k≤b

BSV(S, q, k, e),

where

BSV(S, q, k, e) =
bekc2 [ASN(S, q, k)− ASN(S, q, bekc)]

bekc2 − k2

shall be referred to as theboundary sharpnessof thek-patch
NN(S, q, k) with respect toe.

Patch Profiles

Although at first glance it would seem that boundary
sharpness values are expensive to compute, with a careful
implementation the costs can be limited toO(e2b2) time.
This is achieved through the efficient computation of apro-
file of values ofASN(S, q, k) for 1 ≤ k ≤ eb. Patch pro-
files are useful not only for the automatic determination of
boundary sharpness values, but also (when plotted) as an ef-
fective visual indicator of the varying degrees of association
within the neighborhood of a query element. Examples of
patch profiles appear in Figures 7 and 8.

Total Clustering

Given a target range of cluster sizesa ≤ k ≤ b, the fol-
lowing simple strategy greedily selects elements ofS to be
the bases of query clusters. It makes use of a user-supplied
thresholdα on the maximum allowable proportional over-
lap between two clusters.

1. For each v ∈ S, compute k(v) maximizing
BSV(S, v, k, e) over the rangea ≤ k ≤ b.

2. Initialize the set of candidate query cluster bases to
C = S.

3. Select the candidateq ∈ C with largest boundary
sharpness valueBSV(S, q, k(q), e) to be the basis of
a query cluster, namelyNN(S, q, k(q)).

4. Eliminate fromC all other candidatesv whose query
cluster has substantial overlap with that ofq. In partic-
ular,v is eliminated if

|NN(S, v, k(v)) ∩ NN(S, q, k(q))|
|NN(S, v, k(v))| ≥ α.

5. Repeat Steps 3–4 untilC is exhausted.

Many variants of this strategy can be envisioned; in par-
ticular, larger ranges of sample cluster sizes can be effi-
ciently accommodated by applying the method to random
samples drawn fromS. Also, a minimum thresholdδ can
be set on the boundary sharpness values of reported clusters.

2.4. Cluster Labeling

We can assign labels to a cluster based on a ranked list
of terms that occur most frequently within the web pages of
the cluster, in accordance with the term weighting strategy
used in the document vector model. Each term can be given
a score equal to the sum or the average of the corresponding
term weights over all document vectors of the clusters; a
predetermined number of terms achieving the highest scores
can be ranked and assigned to the cluster.

When dimensional reduction is used, the original doc-
ument vectors may no longer be available due to storage
limitations. Nevertheless, meaningful term lists can still be
extracted without the original vectors. Thei-th term can be
associated with a unit vectorzi = (zi,1, zi,1, ..., zi,N ) in the
original document space, such thatzi,j = 1 if i = j, and
zi,j = 0 otherwise. Letφ be the average of the document
vectors belonging to the query clusterNN(R, q, k). Using
this notation, the score for thei-th term can be expressed as
zi ·φ. However, since‖zi‖ = 1 andφ is a constant, ranking
the terms according to these scores is equivalent to ranking
them according to the measure

zi · φ
‖φ‖ = cosangle(zi, φ).

With dimensional reduction, the pairwise distance
cosangle(v, w) between vectorsv and w of the original
space is approximated bycosangle(v′, w′), wherev′ and
w′ are the respective equivalents ofv and w in the re-
duced dimensional space. Hence we could approximate



cosangle(zi, φ) by cosangle(z′i, φ
′), wherez′i andφ′ are the

reduced-dimensional counterparts of vectorszi andφ, re-
spectively. The valuecosangle(z′i, φ

′) can in turn be ap-
proximated bycosangle(z′i, φ

′′), whereφ′′ is the average
of the reduced-dimensional vectors of the query cluster.
Provided that the vectorsz′i have been precomputed for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, a ranked set of terms can be efficiently
generated by means of a nearest-neighbor search based on
φ′′ over the collection of reduced-dimensional term vectors
{z′i|1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

3. Experimental Results

We performed our experimentation on a set of web pages
containing location information identifying them as pertain-
ing to California’s Silicon Valley area. This data set (which
we will refer to asCA North) consisted ofM = 4493 web
pages from whichN = 12, 880 keywords were extracted.
We applied the dimension reduction method to reduce the
dimension ton = 200. We applied the query-based cluster-
ing method and labeling method, with the following addi-
tional implementation choices:

• An overlap proportion ofα = 0.5 for elimination of
duplicate clusters.

• A minimum boundary sharpness threshold ofδ =
0.15.

• A cluster size range of25 ≤ k ≤ 120.

• An outer patch size ofbekc = min{2k, 150}, corre-
sponding to variable choices ofe in the range1.2 ≤
e ≤ 2.

The clustering method was applied to uniform random sam-
ples drawn fromS, of size |S|2i for 0 ≤ i ≤ 3.

Figure 7 shows an example of clusters produced by the
method. The graph shows the relationship between the ASN
scores and patch sizes of the cluster. The cluster contains
an estimated 164 web pages, and its top terms are “java,”
“countries.copyright,” and others related to the Java pro-
gramming language. The number associated with each term
is thecosangleranking score of the term.

Figure 8 shows detailed information concerning another
cluster devoted to “genome.” The list shows the titles of 70
nearest web pages from the query element at which the clus-
ter is based. As the estimated size of the cluster is 42, the
first 42 titles can ideally be expected to relate to the concept
of “genome”, whereas the remaining titles should relate to
other concepts. Note that the proportion of web pages re-
lated to “genome” is much higher inside the cluster than
outside, even though there are some misclassified pages in
both cases.

From the CA North clusters, we created a geospatial as-
sociation and applied a neighboring class set function. We
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Figure 7. Average shared-neighbor scores and
BSM query clusters for an element drawn from the
CA North data set.

found that web pages about “non-commercial” and web
pages about “font” refer to locations in close proximity to
one another. Similarly, “software” and “telephone” form a
frequent neighboring class set.

4. Conclusion

We presented a system for extracting spatial knowledge
from collections of web pages containing location infor-
mation. For each item of location information, we apply
geocoding techniques to compute geographic coordinates.
Next, we extract significant keywords from web pages to
serve as concept descriptors. We associate the keywords
with web pages that contain location information to create a
geospatial association table. We can find spatial patterns
from the geospatial association table by applying spatial
data mining techniques.

In the geospatial association tables generated from web
pages, false positive records are possible; that is, some
pages may contain location information items that are unre-
lated to the keyword concepts expressed. Such false positive
records lead to incorrect spatial knowledge. We found many
examples that seem to be false positive records in the exper-
imental results. Further investigation is therefore needed to
refine the spatial insights found from web pages.

The typical causes of false positive records are: (1), the
many portal web pages containing large lists of addresses
with miscellaneous contexts; and (2), the many pages quot-
ing addresses that are not directly related to the main topic
of the pages. Web pages are too numerous, too large, and
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11 BRAIN INJURY ADVOCATES – Law Offices of Harvey A. Hyman
12 AFGC Website
13 High Capacity Shaker – Technology Development Center
14 〈blank title〉
15 CELL Tools, Inc.
16 Research Abstracts 2000 DOE Human Genome Program
17 Memes, Meta-memes and Politics
18 Erstwhile darling of Wall Street, Incyte Pharmaceuticals Inc
19 IGeneX Inc, – References

20 – 21 Plant Genome I Abstracts
22 Untitled Document
23 〈blank title〉
24 The Wavelet Digest – Volume 4, Issue 4 (April 12, 1995)
25 Miles Lab: Available Positions
26 Biocompare – The Buyer’s Guide for Life Scientists – Browse Products
27 Removing the Time Axis . . . : Neural Networks versus Memory-Based Machine Learning
28 Directed Evolution and Solid Phase Enzyme Screening
29 Genome Mapping Research Abstract Index
30 SFSU Biology Department – Burrus Lab
31 Diversa Corporation: Press Releases for 2000
32 Poster Images
33 CV Therapeutics/Company Information
34 AJP: Journal of Neurophysiology Table of Contents
35 New York Times: Personal Health: Preventing Glaucoma
36 Supplemental

37 – 39 Research Abstracts 2000 DOE Human Genome Program
40 AJP: Lung Cellular and Molecular Physiology Table of Contents
41 Project Inform’s Anabolic Steroids [ HIV / AIDS Treatment Information ]
42 Sonomorph Music 93
43 CI CW 10.32
44 . . . Newsletter of the Molecular Manufacturing Shortcut Group of the National Space Society
45 AJP: Renal, Fluid and Electrolyte Physiology Table of Contents
46 The David and Lucile Packard Foundation
47 Mixed Signal Integration – Contact
48 Chronic Illness and Independence
49 sand0999 No Ads
50 LabOne Script (Referral Form)
51 AJP: Journal of Neurophysiology Table of Contents
52 ”DOCK00 User Group Meeting”
53 DoubleTwist, Inc.
54 A VirtualPBX.Com Usage Scenario: International Offices World Wide Connected by . . .
55 Poster 115
56 AJP: Journal of Neurophysiology Table of Contents
57 News/Spectrum/Cellular
58 〈blank title〉
59 The Risks Digest Volume 13: Issue 1

60 – 61 Labs on the Net
62 Generic Biopharmaceuticals: Early Players Shape the Rules
63 Bibliography of Cetacean Releases
64 Microcurrent: Electrotherapy with Microcurrent
65 INCOSE Speakers Bureau
66 ACNielsen Vantis – Career Opportunities
67 Jennifer Widom’s home page
68 Monster Cable – Robert Harley
69 Has Penrose Disproved A.I.?
70 Download: White Papers, Embedded Intelligence

Figure 8. Details of a BSM query cluster of esti-
mated size 42.

too unstructured to allow the custom annotation of each
page according to the use and relevance of the spatial in-
formation quoted. We must therefore consider as an impor-
tant direction for future research the development of more
efficient and accurate geoparsing methods for generating
geospatial associations.
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